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Responsible Sourcing Assessment

With Dr. Temple Grandin as our advisor, Sustainable Solutions

Group assesses your meat, dairy, and egg sourcing against widely-

accepted animal welfare criteria to provide a Summary of Progress

and Recommendations for incrementally more responsible sourcing.

Animal Welfare Messaging

It is important to develop messaging to attract consumers to your

healthy, higher welfare foods and ingredients. We specialize in

guiding your communications team to develop effective messaging

consistent with your brand.

Contact us to discuss how our approach can build your brand.

Pork Gestation

Crates

Antibiotics

In December, Forbes

published an article on QSRs

“going greener” and
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Where We'll Be

Janice Neitzel of Sustainable

Solutions Group will speak at

the US-EU Market-Driven

Animal Welfare Conference in

Wash, D.C. on March 22,

along with David Fikes of FMI

and others. This is an

invite-only event. CONTACT

US if you'd like to attend.

As an Advisory Board

member, we will be at the

Good Food Festival (formerly

FamilyFarmed EXPO) in

Chicago on March 15-22,

highlighting Farmer

Financing, Tradeshow, and

Policy Summit. Reduced rate

for advance tickets online.

We just returned from the

Sustainable Food Summit in

San Francisco, where

Certified Humane and Global

Animal Partnership 5-Step

Program presented on the

benefits of  higher welfare

meat, dairy, and eggs.
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McDonald's announced it will

require its U.S. pork suppliers

to provide plans by May to

phase out gestation crates for

pregnant pigs. Smithfield and

Hormel have committed to

phase out gestation crates in

their company-owned farms

by 2017.

In January investigations of

Seaboard and Prestage pork

producers, according to

Reuters, "sows can been

seen chewing the metal bars

of their cages and struggling

to stand up. Some are

scratched, bleeding and even

dead." Seaboard and

Prestage "strongly dispute

any allegation of abuse" and

are taking steps to ensure

company policies are

followed.

highlighted Chipotle using

hormone-free and

no-antibiotic meats as an

important part of Chipotle’s

outstanding 2011 50% return

on investment.  Forbes cited a

recent study showing 75% of

Americans wanting the U.S.

government to restrict

antibiotics fed to farm

animals. Forbes concludes

that the future will be tougher

for restaurants not willing to

make these changes now.

Turkey Breeding

In December, law

enforcement officials raided a

North Carolina Butterball

turkey semen collection

facility based on a legal

compaint of animal abuse.

Butterball responded by firing

4 employees shown beating,

kicking, and stomping turkeys

in the video. Also, North

Carolina's Director of Animal

Health Programs pleaded

guilty to leaking the

information of the impending

raid to a Butterball employee.

 

Consumer

Demand

In its recent report, the

Hartman Group cites

grass-fed meat, cage-free

eggs, and heirloom marbled

pork as growing trends. 

“Naturally raised” meat,

processed factory cheese,

egg whites, and The Other

White Meat are on their way

out.

Concern of meats' origins is

growing among consumers,

according to Carolyn Dimitri,

Assoc Professor of Food

Studies at NYU. Some

shoppers are willing to pay 2

or 3x more to guarantee the

animals they eat had ample

living space and sufficient

time outdoors, raised on

organic or foraged food (or

both), and were not fed

antibiotics or growth

hormones.

Consumers do not like pig

gestation crates or battery

cages and want to know how

food animals were raised.

According to a 2011 Kansas

State University study,

consumers will likely pay up

to 20% more for meat with a

mandatory label showing

cage and crate information,

especially among women and

younger consumers.
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This newsletter is intended for those wanting to receive

information on responsible sourcing.

If you have received this newsletter in error, simply unsubscribe

and you will no longer receive it.
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